
Challenges… (as reported by staff)

1) ideas and support on creative ways of having her show what she knows
2) how to have her participate in the gen. ed instruction when the pace is 
very quick
3) organizing the variety of supplementary materials as the shift from task to 
task is quick and there is an extensive amount of required modified materials
4) where the priority should align when goals don't align to current topic of 
instruction.
5) supporting her frustration as the student seems frustrated when she can't 
do what is being presented.
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1) How to have her show what she knows… 

• Otto: 15:21:54 From Otto Lana : Happy to be here. Math is the 
best.

• 15:24:04 From Otto Lana : pointing to a number board if her motor 
skills are reliable

• 15:25:14 From Otto Lana : Worksheets are not helpful
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How to talk 
to someone 
who does 
not speak

Talk to the person in the same way you 
would to another student of the same age.

Acknowledge the person’s presence often.  
“Collette, you are going to love this story. “ 

Take every opportunity to teach peers how 
to talk to the student.  Create connections, 
current events, age-appropriate interests

Create LOTS of choices throughout the 
day- food, materials, where to sit, what to 
read, what to play ask opinion on topics.  



Name:  Date:    

Darlene Hanson, MA, CCC 
10/04 

 
Exercises for Moving on the Language Ladder 

 
Self Initiate - brings up a topic 
Conversation: - brings facilitator a display  
 - extends a hand or finger with no prompts 
 - says =type> or some personal version 
  
Participate in  - takes turns a natural part of conversation 
Conversation: - asks questions, makes comments 
 
 
  
Paragraphing - participates in a shared paragraph 
 - completes a graphic organizer then creates a paragraph 
 - provides a topic sentence, body, and conclusion to a paragraph 
 
 
  
Answering Open- - states opinion 
Ended questions: - responds to =tell me aboutG> 
 - answers open ended questions about self, academicsG 
 
  
Less Predictable: - name 3G.. 
 - give me a state that starts with the letterG. 
 - responds to questions with no right answer 
  
Familiar/ - questions with only one answer 
predictable: - general knowledge questions with only one answer 
 - questions that are asked on a daily basis 
 
  
Spelling words: - vocabulary 
 - weekly spelling list 
 - vocabulary presented as part of a communication display 
 - ask student to answer comprehension questions on their spelling words 
  
Word board: - multiple choice board (a,b,c,d,) or ( word board choices) 
 - determine the size of the display 
  
Line drawing - line drawings used in communication book 
 - line drawings used as part of activity 
  a - ask student to identify 
  b- ask student to respond to a comprehension question 
 



Supporting Successful Communication 

Tell me about your favorite character in Charlotte’s 
Web…

Name your favorite character in Charlotte’s Web…
Point to your favorite character in Charlotte’s Web…
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Use a yes/no strategy

Ask content related questions.
• Do you think that 5x5=25?
• Do you think that Harry was a hero in this 

chapter? 
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Four choice board 

• A,B, C, D

• D is always something else
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See 
Handouts
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When supporting someone to communicate it is important to create supports that will lead to successful 
interactions.  The following are support strategies designed to ensure that the person trying to communicate can 
get their message across.  

START OPEN ENDED

If you are starting by asking the person questions such as:

 • “Why do you think Fern wanted to protect Wilbur?” 
 • “What is the name for gold on the periodic table of elements?”
 • “What electives do you want to take this semester?”
 • “How was your weekend?”

and you are not getting a clear response (for example the person is typing parts of words, random letters, or 
nothing at all) then you can provide the following supports to ensure that they can communicate their message.

SUCCESSFUL SUPPORTS:

1. Suggest Sentence Starters: 
 

Suggest sentences and ideas that will help the person to get started.  Say “start by typing…” or “you may 
want to start with…” and then give them a starter to the sentence.  You can provide further support with this 
strategy by saying, “Ok start by typing Fern. Now start with F, look at it and get it.”  If they are still stuck coach 
them to get the e.  Remember in this process you are teaching and coaching, not testing.  

If Asking… Sentence Starter… 

“Why do you think Fern wanted to protect Wilbur?” “Fern protected Wilbur because…”

“How was your weekend?” “This weekend I…”

“What electives do you want to take this semester?” “Next semester I am thinking…”

SUPPORT SUCCESSFUL 
COMMUNICATION

1



Look for evidence of 
understanding
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Presume competence 
and look for the proof 
of that. 

Design adaptations and 
accommodations to 
support access to 
academics. 



Strategies to help Collette 
show what knows. 

• Provide access to AAC devices at all times

• Have a number board in front of her at all 
times

• Reassure the speaker

• Switch to writing or typing

• Whisper

• Cartoon conversations

• Side-by-side conversations

• Keyboard conversations



How do you support pace challenges?
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15:35:29 From Otto Lana : Yes get the class questions ahead so she can answer and 
participate in real time with her peers.

Use time in other classes to prepare her for (say skip counting)…



Organizing the variety of supplementary materials 
as the shift from task to task is quick and there is 
an extensive amount of required modified 
materials

• Use a number board.  Have paraprofessional in charge of writing–
then she can keep up with the cognitive tasks of math. 
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Where the priority should align when goals don't 
align to current topic of instruction.

• 16:04:08 From Otto Lana : Wait what how can goals not align aren’t 
the goals learn math demonstrate what you’ve learned ask questions 
when you don’t understand that’s basic to life.
• 16:05:31 From Otto Lana : yes when goals are ridiculous is when 

they don’t align
• 16:08:08 From Otto Lana : Its not the student its the goals.
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Supporting her frustration as she seems frustrated 
when she can't do what is being presented.

• 16:10:04 From Otto Lana : did anybody ask her why she is frustrated.
• 16:12:09 From Otto Lana : Maybe her chair is uncomfortable maybe her 

support has stinky perfume maybe she’s hungry maybe she wants to answer in 
real time

• 16:17:46 From Otto Lana : i think person centered goals are so important and 
to remember people are like onions they have many layers

• 16:19:16 From Otto Lana : Colette will do great think about Stephen Hawkins 
math wiz

• Remember the movement differences in autism. 
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MOVEMENT STRUGGLES

STARTING

STOPPING

EXECUTINGSWITCHING

COMBINING



Movement Differences

• Movement disturbance can clearly have a profound effect on a 
person’s ability to regulate movement in order to effectively 
communicate, relate, and participate with others.  It becomes 
necessary to suspend absolute trust in one’s intuitive interpretation 
of actions and intent.

• Behaviors may not be what they seem.
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Movement 
Differences

Difficulties in:

• Starting

• Stopping

• Executing
• Speed
• Intensity
• Rhythm
• Timing
• Direction
• Duration

• Continuing

• Combining

• Switching

May impede:

• Postures
• Actions

• Speech
• Thoughts
• Perceptions

• Emotions
• Memories



Strategies to Support Movement 
and Motor Planning

• Move with another person

• Physical touch
• Rhythm or music

• Quiet during movement
• Directions with wait time
• Transitions supports (visual cue or sound cue)


